
Lecture 1

1.Whatare the real numbers?
reflexive

antisymmetricR is a field and its elements are andered. ~
transitive

↳

Def: an ORDERING ofa field R is a relation"s" thatis

compatible withaddition and multiplication:

(i) x = y
=x+zy+z,

(ii) OX, OLy = 0 2Xy.

An ORDERED FIELD (R, 2) is a field R equipped with
an ordering .

perties: -140 in (R,1)
· only one ofthe following holds for at (R, 1)

ac0,a =0,a>0
· Char (R,1) =0

Emes: · R, Q are ordered fields
· R[X] admits orderings
· K does Not admit orderings

How todetect ifa field R can be ordered?

Def:a CONEofa field R is a subsetPcR such that

(i) x,yzP =xx+yzP
x.yeP

(ii) XGF =x
2 cP

D is called PROPER (or PREORDERING) if -1*P.

The set of sums ofsquares ofR is a cone, denoted [R2.
Note thatIR2 is contained in every come.

If (R, 1) ordered, then P =GxeR 1x >,03 is a proper come.
*"positive cone"



orem:LetR be a field. The following are equivalent:
(i) Rcan be ordered

(ii) R has a proper come

(iii)-1* IR

(iv) * x,...,xn ER, x,+.. . +Xn =0 =3 X
,
. . .

=xn =0

Proof:(i)=(ii):the positive come.
(in) =>(iii):P proper come, P>R? Since 1*P then 14[R2.
(iii) => (i):ER is a proper cone => FACT:itis contained in the

positive cone of an ordering
Rhas an ordering

-

(i) =(iv):assume [x= =0 and x.F0. ThenIXIX.0.
(iv) =>(in):assume - 1 =Ex?. Then 1+2x2 =0 implies 1=0.1/

ux easier how to check that I cannot be ordered.

Def: a field R is REAL ifit satisfies any
ofthe

properties in theprevious theorem.

We need a bit more:ifwe consider a field extension
of R, can we extend also the ordering ofRC

↳ deRnot a square => we can extend the ordering to
R(va) in the case abo

↳ L field extension ofR ofodd degree -any ordering
extends to L

How much can we extend the ordering?
-

rem (Artin-Schreier) The following are equivalent:
(i) Ris a real field and no proper algebraic extension of R is real,
(ii) ER is the positive come ofan ordering and every polynomial
of odd degree in one variable over R has a root in R,

(iii)-1 ER is nota square and RIC) is algebraically cosed.



Def: a field R is REAL CLOSED ifit satisfies any ofthe
properties in theprevious theorem.

Emes: R is real closed

· Q is Not real closed us there is a concept
ofREAL CLOSURE:

Ralg is thereal
closure ofQ

FACT: a real closed field has a unique ondering
2. Real algebraic varieties

LetUCK "be an irreducible algebraic variety.
We can view Vin R2 and we have that

· V connected
· V unbounded
· locally the creal) dim atevery smooth
point ofV is 2d, where d =dima

These statements do not hold for real algebraic

set?
see 3 3.1 [BCR]

Rreal closed field, C=R algebraic dosure.

Let IcR(x,. . .,xn] be an ideal, then

V =V(I) =2 x=C")f(x) =0fel3
is an affine R-variety.
-

-defined R complex
over R

The set ofreal points ofW is V(R) =Vp(I) =UnR"



We can also define an R-ideal ofa setscC":

In(S) =[feR(x, ...,xn3)f(x) =0 xeS3.

Then, ifV is an R-variety, we define its COORDINATERING

R[V] =REx, ...,x3/IRYI

two polynomials arein thesame
equivalence class ifthey
coincide over V

How to move between varieties and ideals?

It'sNullstellensatz:IcR(X, ...,x] ideal, then

(i) Vc(I) =bc=1eI
(ii) I (Vc(I) =vI =EfeR[x,.,xn]) fe l for some reN3-

R

Ic

But what aboutthe real points?
(i):I =7A) for A =x+y2 +1

then Up (I) =b BUT 14 I
what is the

(ii):I=<A) for A =xty"-relation?
then VR(I) =5 10,013 => [R(Vp(I)) =< x,y>

Def:IcR(X, ...,xn] ideal is called REAL ifA, ...,fnRx, ...,xn]

+,t... +t =I =A,,...,ftI

Examples: (x"y") is NOT real

· <y- x2) is real



& stellensatz:IcR[y, ...,xn] ideal, then

(i) Vi(I) =bc> 7 1., ...,freR(x, . . .,xn] s.t.
1+1, +.. . +1 -> I

(ii) I =IR/VR (I) <=> I is real

(ii) Ir(Vm(I)) =E =
=[geR[xy, ...,xn] 1g2+1,?...AI
I For some mel and A, ...,fn ERCx,, ..., xn]3

not clear that it
is an ideal

=>R-Zariski topology on
C:

5P =Vc(Er(s)
↳ say is closed ifaaR

- R

2:3 is Notclosed us Ei = Spi,-i}

Def:Nc C" affine R-varietyis REAL ifN(R) is
dense in V w.r.t. the R-zariskitopology

↳I cR(x, ..., xn] ideal. V.CI) real I real

↳VcC"irreducible real R-variety. Then, feR(V)
satisfies f(x) >0 + xcV(R) <=> f =s.0.S. in R(V).
&
Hilbert 17 problem
for irreducible varieties -- see lecture 3

Later:Raluca -different point ofview


